A New WAV Generation!
The LRX-40 USB Telephone Recording Adapter
Your Ultimate Recording Connection

LRX Technology...
Responding globally to voice logging needs

Worldwide, LRX Recording Adapters are making big WAVS in fulfilling the audio logging requirements of law enforcement, government agencies, brokerage houses, telemarketing centers plus the protective monitoring of homes and offices, while continuing to meet a constantly growing list of wide-ranging applications.

Now, The New LRX-40USB...
Advanced connection protection for all your recorded calls.

Engineered with the latest in recording adapter technologies, the LRX-40USB is your quick-connect logger link from you telephone to your PC or MAC. Once connected, the LRX-40USB provides clear, crisp audio documentation of all your recorded telephone conversations. Gone are your concerns of any possibility for omissions, oversights, inaccuracies, errors, mistakes and misunderstandings. And, secure are all conversations, negotiations, mediations, dialogues and discussions.

LRX-40USB Capability...
Outstanding features … Outstanding Performance

- Compatible USB connection to PC or MAC
- Accommodates both digital and analog telephones
- Incorporates a handset selector switch that matches multiple handset wiring configurations
- Features a Record Level Control Dial that adjusts audio level of the calling party
- Includes a detachable USB A-B cable
- Features a multi-color LED mode indicator
LRX-40USB Connect-ability ...

The Quick-Connect Solution to voice-recording security

Connecting your analog or digital telephone to the
New LRX-40USB is about as simple as A, B, C!

A
Simply plug your telephone handset into the LRX-40USB's modular jack.

B
Plug the LRX-40USB's modular plug into your telephone.

C
Then, take the LRX USB's 4 ft. cord and insert the USB plug into an available port on your computer.
All done!

Once you're connected ... you're protected!
Now you can download telephone conversations into your computer
with assured instant playback, when needed!
Security, simplicity, and connection protection
with the New LRX-40USB ... leading the way in Recording Adapter Technology.

Let it work for you!